Pygmalion

Pygmalion is a play by George Bernard
Shaw, named after a Greek mythological
character. It was first presented on stage to
the public in 1913. Professor of phonetics
Henry Higgins makes a bet that he can
train a bedraggled Cockney flower girl,
Eliza Doolittle, to pass for a duchess at an
ambassadors garden party by teaching her
to assume a veneer of gentility, the most
important element of which, he believes, is
impeccable speech. The play is a sharp
lampoon of the rigid British class system of
the day and a commentary on womens
independence.
In ancient Greek
mythology, Pygmalion fell in love with one
of his sculptures, which then came to life.
The general idea of that myth was a
popular subject for Victorian era English
playwrights, including one of Shaws
influences, W. S. Gilbert, who wrote a
successful play based on the story called
Pygmalion and Galatea first presented in
1871. Shaw would also have been familiar
with the burlesque version, Galatea, or
Pygmalion Reversed. Shaws play has been
adapted numerous times, most notably as
the musical My Fair Lady and the film of
that name.

- 96 min - Uploaded by dcmpnadThis public domain classic centers around a conceited language professor who tricks
his George Bernard Shaws play Pygmalion, which was written in 1913 and opened in London in 1914, explores the
relationship between elocution teacherPygmalion is a play by George Bernard Shaw, named after a Greek mythological
figure. It was first presented on stage to the public in 1913. In ancient GreekComedy Leslie Howard and Wendy Hiller
in Pygmalion (1938) Wendy Hiller in Pygmalion (1938) Leslie Howard in Pygmalion (1938) Pygmalion (1938)
LesliePygmalion is a 1938 British film based on the George Bernard Shaw play of the same name, and adapted by him
for the screen. It stars Leslie Howard andThe Project Gutenberg EBook of Pygmalion, by George Bernard Shaw This
eBook is for the use of anyone anywhere at no cost and with almost no restrictionsPygmalion (gresk: ?????????) er en
legendarisk figur fra Kypros. I henhold til greske mytologiske fortellinger var Pygmalion en konge pa Kypros som
bestiltePygmalion or Pigmalion may refer to: Contents. [hide]. 1 Mythology 2 Stage 3 Film 4 Music 5 People 6 Other
uses 7 See also. Mythology[edit]. PygmalionBEDLAM returns with a NEW production of George Bernard Shaws
Pygmalion. Americas best classical stage director (Wall Street Journal) will bring ElizaThe Pygmalion effect, or
Rosenthal effect, is the phenomenon whereby higher expectations lead to an increase in performance. The effect is
named after theDrama . The original Broadway production of Pygmalion opened at the Park Theater opening October
12, 1914 and ran for 72 performances. The play premiered in aA short summary of George Bernard Shaws Pygmalion.
This free synopsis covers all the crucial plot points of Pygmalion.Pygmalion: Pygmalion, romance in five acts by
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George Bernard Shaw, produced in German in 1913 in Vienna. It was performed in England in 1914, with Mrs.Drama
Pygmalion Poster. Shaws play . Due to My Fair Lady, Pygmalion may be Bernard Shaws most famous play, though not
necessarily his best. If youdPygmalion is a Greek name. In Greek mythology, Pygmalion was a sculpture who carved a
statue of a beautiful woman out of ivory. The statue was so beautiful,Home > SparkNotes > Literature Study Guides >
Pygmalion. Pygmalion. George Bernard Shaw. Table of Contents. Summary. Summary & Analysis. Act I.Comedy
Pygmalion (1983). TV-PG 1h 49min Comedy TV Movie Pygmalion Poster. The standard My Fair Lady story, with a
provocative rendition by
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